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Abstract: Fire regimes are important components of environmental dynamics, but our understanding
of them is limited. Despite recent advances in the methodologies used to remotely sense and map fires
and burned areas and new case studies that shed light on local fire use and management practices,
the scientific community still has much to learn about anthropogenic fire regimes. We identify two
areas for improvement: first, the fine-scale heterogeneity of fire dynamics for specific regions is often
masked by global-scale approaches, and second, barriers between the disciplines focusing on fire
impacts hamper the development of knowledge of the human dimensions of fire regimes. To address
the “blind spot” that these limitations create, we present a simple dynamic model of fire ignition
in savanna systems. The aim is to connect the local and global scales of fire regimes by focusing
on human fire management (anthropogenic fire). Our dynamical model is based on a study area
in Western Burkina Faso and integrates biophysical elements (climate and soil data), land cover,
and fire management scenarios based on field surveys. The simulation results offer contrasting
views of the impact of local fire management practices on regional fire regimes observed in savannas.
Fire density and frequency are local variables that clearly change the fire regimes despite a complex
and constrained biophysical system. This experience, drawing from fieldwork and modelling, may
be a way to integrate some key aspects of anthropogenic fire research in savanna systems.

Keywords: savanna; burned landscapes; spatial modelling; fieldwork; West Africa

1. Introduction

Fire, especially in the time of Anthropocene, is clearly understood to be a full component of
the earth system [1]. Today, due to advances in remote sensing that result in more high spatial
resolution data, the scientific community is gaining a greater understanding of this phenomenon on
a global scale [2–4]. Fire-prone ecosystems have been mapped, confirming that the savanna is the
biome where most fire activity occurs worldwide. Climate change is driving much of the “research”
activity because a significant percentage of the world’s carbon emissions arise from specific fire-prone
ecosystems [5]. The role of fire in tropical savannas has also been studied for its impacts on vegetation,
especially in regards to the coexistence of trees and grasses [6] as well as its role in shaping complex
landscape mosaics, which are a major determinant of biodiversity [7]. While fire is clearly seen
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as a key environmental variable determining savanna vegetation and structure, the role of human
intentionality in creating unique fire regimes through regular annual practices of burning is less well
documented [8,9].

Although anthropogenic fires have been the focus of research in several fields of social science, fire
management and fire use practices remain poorly described and under-researched as scholars rarely
adequately address the spatial and temporal patterns of local burning regimes [10–12]. As such, the
role of societies in the production of fire regimes remains less well understood than biophysical aspects
of the savanna system [13]. The human dimension of fire in the earth system is being explored through
different lenses such as global pyromes [14] and in emerging frameworks focusing on extreme fire
events [15]. Fires nevertheless play an important role in a variety of ecosystems, and the human impact
as a driver of fire regimes is neither simply a homogeneous and nonspatial variable nor a “natural”
hazard or risk to be mediated. For example, Bliege Bird and her colleagues [10] showed how people use
fire to maintain hunting productivity in the Australian bush, whereas Dennis and his team [16] showed
how people use fire to shape the riparian ecosystem in Indonesia for fishing. These two examples of
local fire management clearly demonstrate how human strategies and livelihoods are major variables
that should be explored to understand how anthropogenic fires can shape ecosystems to different
degrees and at different scales. A dynamic approach is also needed to understand anthropogenic fires
because of evolving societies, especially in the Tropics, where major societal changes are affecting land
cover (population density, rural migration, changes in grazing pressure, REDD (Reducing emissions
from deforestation and forest degradation+), etc.) and land use (agricultural changes and loss of
traditional knowledge) [17,18]. If these changes are not well documented and their relationships to fire
understood, we will not be able to model how fire regimes will be affected by these key societal shifts.

Here, we explore how intentional burning activity can shape fire-prone landscapes in tropical
environments [19] and we examine the effects local human strategies have on regional fire regimes.
More precisely, this study attempts to understand the ways in which people shift the fire season
earlier than it would naturally occur—a phenomenon called “anticipated fire” by Le Page and his
colleagues [20]. It also aims to demonstrate how this shift has key impacts on the spatiotemporal fire
regime and theoretically on the intensity and severity of savanna fires. To do this, we have chosen
to build a spatialized regional model. Our goal is to follow Trauernicht and colleagues [21], who
note that modelling provides an important tool for “understanding the effects of human-mediated
disturbance and reconstructing mosaics that are often invisible in contemporary landscapes”. In this
paper, we used a spatially explicit model to test empirical and local observations examined during
fieldwork sessions (2007 to 2018) as well as those published in other sources [22–25]. Here, we propose
a modelling approach that shifts the perspective from one of viewing fire solely through the lens of
avoiding risk, such as is common in Mediterranean and urbanized regions [26], to one of managing
broader landscapes for numerous productive purposes, which is more appropriate for the West African
context. A modeling approach allows us to explore how subtle changes in human fire management
practices can combine to have significant impacts on the landscape. Specifically, we explore how
generalized burning practices that people exhibit can alter the patch-mosaic fire regimes that have
been well documented in numerous humanized savannas [18,23,27,28]. Our objective is thus to create
a model that allows us to test how humanized fire regimes work to create patch-mosaics and how local
fire management can alter key aspects of the fire regime with consequences for both human livelihoods
and ecosystem services.

Using a bottom-up approach, with the help of a simple model integrating remote sensing data,
this study addresses the following question: How can potential variations in fire practices affect the
observed fires and their socio-ecological consequences in humanized savannas?

Here, we based our assumptions on West African savanna fieldwork experiences with agropastoral
societies, where, as in other parts of the world, fire management is facing important challenges and
where decision-making is complex due to the global context of climate change, postcolonial heritage
about environmental thinking, and major changes in local fire policies [29–31]. After describing the
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context, we explain through several scenarios how our model can help to understand the role played
by people in savanna systems on local and regional scales, from ignition to fires’ impacts on vegetation.

2. A Hybrid Approach: Fieldwork, Data, and Simulation

2.1. Fire Mosaics in West Africa

In the mesic savanna (700 mm to 1200 mm), fires are set in complex landscape mosaics combining
patches with savanna vegetation (Combretum sp. and Andropogon sp.); patches with agricultural
fields (millet, sorghum, and cotton), with permanent and semipermanent hydro-systems; and patches
with bare soils with a thin layer of annual grasses [23,32,33]. The mesic savanna of West Africa is
burned each year and produces complex burned mosaic landscapes associated with a stable fire
regime [34,35]. In these rural regions, human activities are considerable and agropastoral activity
dominates with an evolution that clearly shows areas under agriculture and the number of cattle
increasing. Here, we define “humanized savannas” because in West African contexts there is no doubt
that frequent burning by people has deeply influenced the biogeography of the region. Archaeological
evidence dates the introduction of wide-scale firing of the African savanna at 400 000 years ago [9,36].
So “humanized savannas” is used to mean savannas that are composed of “working lands”, that is
lands that are occupied and worked by people as opposed to areas managed as reserves [37]; the latter
are most often used in fire research. The biomass and fuel conditions in working landscapes are
a function of land use practices including rotational agriculture and animal grazing and can differ
significantly from those found on nonworking lands, which can affect fire intensity [38]. There are also
small protected areas that are somewhat controlled by environmental authorities and agropastoral
areas that are often governed by a “chef de terre” (local authority in each village). The working-land
approach differs significantly from the approach used in many savanna-fire studies globally which
tend to focus on using reserves or protected areas as exclusive research sites, as is the case with the
many studies from Southern Africa [39,40].

2.2. Exploring the Local Context and Fire Ignition Timing to Understand Regular Fire Regimes

Over the past twenty years, numerous studies working at the regional scale have examined the
seasonal fire mosaic and its impact on vegetation [23,32]. These studies show a regular fire regime
in space and time in savannas despite strong climate variability [34,35,41]. A number of hypotheses
have been advanced to explain this regular pattern, and we are skeptical about causal and general
explanations between human variables and fires behaviors. Specifically, we doubt there are linear
relationships between aggregated variables such as density of population or roads and local fire
management. While changes in population density in the West African countryside often result in
changes in land cover, biomass loads, and fire occurrences, the ways in which fires are set do not
necessarily change because the same social groups remain responsible for traditional fire practices
such as hunting (Donzo) or herding societies.

As can be seen (Figure 1), burned areas are often small patches that burn grasses and shrubs.
Trees rarely burn unless the fire is set too late in the dry season, when drier herbaceous vegetation can
burn with greater intensity and taller flames, causing damage or “die-back” to smaller trees.
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Figure 1. Burned areas on bowé, grasses are affected by slow creeping fire, and trees are not burned.

Based on numerous local-scale studies in West Africa [22–25,42], the most common fire-setting
practices can be summed up in one phrase: “people burn grasses as soon as they are dry enough
to burn”. This rule of thumb is supported by regional studies linking fire timing to fuel moisture
indices [20]. Many purposeful fires are set against the wind and can be described as “creeping fires” that
burn with low flame heights until they react a barrier such as a patch of grasses or woody vegetation
with higher moisture content (Figure 1). In many West African landscapes, seasonal vegetation
moisture levels are linked closely with soil type and soil moisture. Moreover, the soil organization
generally follows topography and is quite heterogeneous. In upland areas known locally as bowé,
the soils are often thin, supporting only a fine layer of annual grasses, which dry quickly following the
end of rains, whereas in the valleys, the soils are deeper, supporting taller, often perennial, grasses,
which remain green for a longer period. The soil structure is related to the water dependency of
the grass strata; as such, the dry period begins in the uplands and ends in the lowlands. For these
reasons, we argue that there is a general relationship between the topographical position and the date
of burning at a local scale. To fully understand this local scheme, it is necessary to integrate these local
processes into broader scale regional meteorological processes.

Finally, it is critical to study fire as a hybrid phenomenon combining both its biophysical and
social components in West African savannas. On the one hand, we need to understand how people use
fire, but due to the political context, which often prohibits burning [31], it is difficult to conduct formal
interviews on burning practices. Farmers often give normative answers that do not reveal generalized
practices. Fortunately, long-term experiences in the field combined with informal interviews provide a
good insight into local fire practices [22,23,43]. On the other hand, remote sensing of burned areas
has the potential to map local fire use. We caution however that, due to the complex and fine-scale
land cover mosaic (agricultural plots < 1 ha) and the burned area mosaic, the commonly used remote
sensing data and burned area algorithms still produce biases in space and time because the fine-scale
burn scars from the early fire season are often ephemeral as ash blows away and trees resprout leaves
following fire [44]. Another problem is how to analyze and explain local processes with regional
data and maps because of the diverse and very complex spatial structures revealed at regional scales
(patch size, diversity, timing, etc.). In standard spatial analysis using remote sensing, analysts often
make assumptions to link spatial structures (mosaics) to potential processes (practices) without clearly
testing them.
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2.3. Bottom Up and Spatially Explicit Approach with Agent Based Modelling (ABM)

To study these interactions in West African savannas, we chose to use spatial simulation in
addition to remote sensing data and local interviews, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Different approaches to study fire regimes across scales.

Here, we introduce spatial simulation as a way to understand the production of fire regimes
from local to regional scales and to draw some conclusions on the theoretical effects of fire intensity
and severity on vegetation (specifically juvenile tree dieback) (Figure 2). This approach offers an
experimental form to test fire regime production without being confined to experimental plots that
operate on a small scale and produce “nonnatural” fire regimes such as those from prescribed fires.
It also offers a flexible grain size and repeatability that enable us to think of fire as an everyday
practice and not as data dependent on sensors with defined characteristics. We chose our modelling
method for its ability to integrate spatial variables from local to regional with a dynamic approach [45].
Cellular automata and agent-based modelling are quite suitable for testing assumptions about
environmental dynamics across scales [46–51]. Specifically, we have used the platform Netlogo and
the GIS extension [52] to explore the annual regular fire regime created by peasants. At this research
step, we mainly used our Geo_fire model as cellular automata to test fire dynamics from a simplified
burning management scenario to regional fires regimes (in orange on Figure 2)

3. Detailed Methodology: Geographic Information System (GIS) and Geo_Fire
Model Description

We can sum up our material and method in three steps following Reulier and colleagues [51]:
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3.1. Data and Model Preparation (Fieldwork, GIS, and Climate Data)

First, we built spatial databases to be integrated in our model at the initialization. For soil
properties, we built a raster with maximum water availability for each cell. This is based on fieldwork
observations and identification with the help of soil map explanatory note [53], which gave us an
estimation of soil depth and soil structure. This was combined with a Digital Elevation Model (United
States Geological Survey Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) to add realistic spatial heterogeneity and
positions of soils (valley, top soils, etc.). This raster represents a pattern of maximum water availability
in soil at the end of the rainy season. It corresponds to soil moisture for herbaceous vegetation that
burn in this region. We also have a climate raster where we combine spatialized meteorological data for
each cell and each day based on different stations to combine average rainfall and average estimated
evapotranspiration with census from 2001 to 2015 (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
NOAA data https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/land-based-station-data). We then used those
two raster layers to estimate for each cell when soil is potentially without water. We refer to this raster
layer as “raster with First Day of Potential Fire” (FDPF). At the end of this step of GIS data preparation,
we add a Boolean land cover raster (LC) based on land cover remote sensing produced with Landsat
scenes for burnable and nonburnable cells (e.g., agricultural fields, water, or urban areas).

3.2. Simulations of Contrasting Scenario

To describe our model Geo_fire, we used a simplified plan according to the Overview,
Design concepts, and Details protocol (ODD) of Grimm and his colleagues [54].

Purpose: The model was designed to understand local parameters that affect fire regimes and
patterns of burning landscapes. It is a simple model with spatially explicit data. We tested several
scenarios based on fire frequency and density settings interacting in a controlled and realistic regional
environment (climate, land cover, and soils). The hypothesis is that local parameters of ignition can
produce significant changes in regional fire regimes despite regular and controlled biophysical systems.
At the end of each simulation, the timing of fire is given, which can be compared to burn patterns from
remote sensing data.

State Variables, Entities, and Scales: The model is spatial; it is built to correspond to an area studied
in western Burkina Faso. The grid space represents a region of 1000 × 1000 cells with a cell size of 120 m
(cell area = 1.44 ha). The time steps in the model are daily during a single fire season (30 September to
30 March). The model works mainly as a cellular automata model. Each cell has several properties
linked with fire properties:

Land cover (LC): this variable allows the fire to propagate or not; it is based on a map built with
Landsat scene.
Raster with first day of potential fire (FDPF): this variable gives the date of the first potential fire by
cell, an estimation based on meteorological census data.

Process Overview and Scheduling: The spatial simulation starts at the end of the rainy season
(30 September; day 1 in the simulation) and runs through the end of the burning season (30 March).
In the dry season, water availability in the soil decreases each day depending on the local (soils) and
regional properties (climate). Each day can be a burnable day depending on the ignition frequency
(x times/week) and the ignition density entered (y points/surface). A cell can burn only one time during
this virtual dry season (Figure 3). As such, for each day, a cell can burn if there is fuel (with vegetation
in a LC raster), if there is no water in the cell (FDPF raster) and if it has not burned before.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/data-access/land-based-station-data
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Figure 3. Procedures involved in one step (one day) of computer simulation.

To test the degree of human control on the fire regimes observed, we simulated two gradients to
test how fire practices could affect fire regime patterns at a regional scale. We choose here to present
only 9 scenarios (Table 1) in order to focus on our bottom-up approach (and not exclusively on the
model itself).

Table 1. Burn scenarios.

Scenario Names Density/Space Frequency/Time

(x points/25 km2) (y days/week)

pt2_w3 2 3

pt2_w5 2 5

pt2_w7 2 7

pt4_w3 4 3

pt4_w5 4 5

pt4_w7 4 7

pt6_w3 6 3

pt6_w5 6 5

pt6_w7 6 7

Reference Landsat TM MODIS Active Fires

Gradient of fire ignition density. We simulated a variable probability of fire ignition points among
cells that can burn each day. Here, we present a gradient going from 2 to 6 points for a burnable
surface of 25 sq.km. This shows how the density of daily fire practices (number of fires started) can
alter regional patterns during one dry season.

Gradient of fire ignition frequency. The regularity of fire practices is tested with a variable that
assigns a variation in fire ignition frequency over 7 days (one week). More precisely, we assign a
frequency of x days out of 7 to be defined as a burnable or not. Therefore, a frequency of 7/7 is a regular
daily practice, whereas a frequency of 3/7 is a nonregular frequency.

3.3. Outputs and Analysis

At the end of each simulation, we have several outputs that allow us to understand fires regimes
and their behaviors in space and time. The simulation produces the amount of burned area each
day to evaluate the dynamics and the total burned areas at the end of a fire season. In addition,
we have created and evaluated a new index called potential fire impact (PFI) (Figure 4). PFI is an
index corresponding to the difference between the day when the cell actually burned and the day
when fire can spread theoretically (FDPF). The global PFI index corresponds to the percentage of cells
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that have burned 15 days after the first day of potential fire. The higher this index, the more intense
the fire regimes because fire intensity is, in part, a function of fuel moisture level. More intense fires
have higher flame heights and have a correspondingly greater impact on vegetation including more
juvenile tree deaths [35,55]. The PFI is a key variable and an important advancement over the common
practice of simply predicting the impacts of fire according to a rather crude index of early/late fires,
which is often used in the savanna literature and is not particularly useful in the context of complex fire
regimes [56]. Finally, we compared the simulated fire dynamics with references we have from remote
sensing data. According to data capabilities, for fire regime timing, we used daily MODIS Active Fires
data (Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer). We calculated an average over sixteen fire
seasons to find the date when 50% of the total burned area had burned for a season. To determine
spatial pattern, we used burned scars generated from Landsat scenes to compare Mean Patch Size
(MPS) of real mosaic with our simulations.

Figure 4. Examples of spatial outputs for the Geo_Fire model.

4. Behaviors and Results of Geo_Fire Model

Figure 5 shows the variation in total burned area for nine different burn scenarios, each one based
on the same model Geo_Fire. We can see that all scenarios are able to simulate a burned surface that
resembles the burned surface detected by the Landsat satellite (approx. 700,000 ha/per year for this
study area). The analysis shows a logical dynamic where higher frequency and higher density of
ignitions produce more burned areas.
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Figure 5. Total burned extent for our 9 simulated scenarios.

Figure 6 is a graphic representation of our simulated scenarios. On the X axis, we show the fire
regime timing with the MODIS active fire reference. On the Y axis, we show the spatial structure
of the fire mosaic with the Landsat reference. This figure indicates the usefulness of our Geo_fire
model because it is possible to explore how fire regimes created by peasants can shift in space and
time. At the intersection of the two references (MODIS for timing and Landsat for spatial), we are able
to determine two scenarios (pt4_w7 and pt6_w5) that are most similar to the current reality of West
African fire regimes.

Figure 6. Fire regimes simulated localized by their spatial and temporal dimensions.
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The outcomes of all scenarios are represented in Figure 7. A Pearson correlation score was done
between simulation and MODIS actives fires dynamics observed. Scenarios with higher scores are
scenarios with a high frequency of fire settings (Pt x_w7). For the two key scenarios (r(pt4_w7) = 0.79
and r(pt6_w5) = 0.68) that are able to replicate temporal and spatial fires regimes, we can observe a
high and positive score. These scores and the curve delay indicate that our model is not perfect, but
it creates a reasonable reproduction of the structural and functional dynamics of West African fire
regimes. The delay between virtual and “average fire” seasons (2005–2020) can be easily explained by
a model which works in a perfect dry season without irregularities (e.g., rainy day in October, cloudy
weather during one week in December, etc.).

Figure 7. Simulations compared to MODIS active fires dynamics.

Finally, in Figure 8, we show scenario results according to the percentage of cells that burn a
long time (15 days) after their potential first day of fire (PFI). Here, it is clear that minor changes in
local dynamics can dramatically alter the nature of the fire regime. The higher the percentage of PFI
(proportion of cells burned 15 days and more after the potential day of fire), the more fires occurred
under very low fuel moisture conditions with potentially severe impacts on vegetation. The figure
allows us to understand how this Geo_Fire model can evaluate specific fires regime changes, allowing
us to evaluate each fire in a local context, a key parameter which is able to make an estimation on
potential damages on vegetation and on gas emissions.
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Figure 8. Scenarios according to the percentage of potential fire impact (PFI) (15 days).

At the end of the analysis of these nine scenarios, we observe highly diverse fire regimes in spite
of a simulated deterministic biophysical system based solely on soils and weather. These outcomes
demonstrate the importance of the commonly forgotten—or more commonly simulated as a random
factor—of local fire settings and its influence on regional fire regimes. In this study, an “intermediate”
fire ignition density is required to successfully reproduce the fire regimes observed; however, this is only
possible if the fire ignition frequency is also very regular. This virtual model, with no preestablished
dynamics for producing structured fire regimes (simple spread of fire, no wind effect, etc.), simulates
spatial and temporal fire structures analogous to those observed by satellites in West Africa. As such,
it demonstrates the critical relationship between the dynamics of the soil moisture/grass stratum and
the regular and generalized fire practices in these regions.

5. Discussion: A Model to Explore Fire Regimes in their Socio-Ecological Contexts

5.1. Modelling Humanized Savannas: Lessons from West African Landscapes

Our model demonstrates how local dynamics based on practices observed on the ground provides
a close approximation of the regional spatiotemporal patterns of the fire regimes. It confirms the critical
role biophysical variables including water availability in soils (soils structure + topography + climate)
to shape fire behavior in savannas. Moreover, by simulating only soil water availability and a single
type of vegetation (grasses), the model works well when compared to the fire dynamics observed in
West Africa.

The model enables us to draw a contextualized portrait of the savanna systems where fires are set
and controlled by rural inhabitants with specific knowledges and practices. In contrast, unlike much
literature on savanna systems, we were able to simulate burn patterns that resemble those observed
without integrating variables that are typically important in other environments. Indeed, without
abiotic variables such as wind or complex biophysical fire behavior models, it appears that we can
simulate West African regimes. This does not minimize the importance of other variables, but it helps
to mitigate their roles probably due to how people regularly control fires by setting them day after
day with the help of conditions that promote the spread of fire (wind at midday for example) or
that stop it (humidity at the end of the day). Likewise, we can question the role of biotic variables
because, without diverse vegetation, that is, with just binary land cover, we can simulate observed
fire regimes. This is critical because it means that the tree layer in these contexts probably plays only
a small role in determining fire regimes. It explains why tree cover is probably not a key variable
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for understanding fire’s impacts in mesic West African landscapes (the exception would be densely
wooded areas normally found riparian corridors). The differentiated water balance dynamics of trees
and grasses are observed and interpreted by peasants, and they set fire at a time when only the grass is
dry enough to burn. Under the canopies, very often, the soil moisture does not allow fire to reach the
larger trees despite a dense and regular fire regime.

5.2. Modelling: Limits and Questions

After a decade of progress resulting from the development of more sophisticated remote sensing
algorithms to detect and map fire regimes more accurately, questions about the stability of fire regimes
in unstable environments have been raised for mesic savannas [57–59]. Although spatiotemporal
analysis of burn patterns provides some answers concerning fire regime repeatability or regularity,
here, we have given a more functional explanation through modelling. This perspective does have
some limits, however, such as its calibration with data from satellites. To improve the calibration of
our model, one option is to adjust our virtual outputs to more closely resemble results from the remote
sensing data. The problem, however, is that the daily satellite data are crude while the more accurate
land cover data do not provide information about fire timing. For example, we think that Landsat
detection provides a good estimation of the spatiotemporal pattern of burning; however, burned areas
are sometimes missed due to gaps in the image datasets and the rapid speed at which perennial grasses
resprout following a fire. For daily satellite data (MODIS; VIIRS (Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite)), the complex landscape mosaic with fine agricultural and fallow plots produces a fragmented
mosaic of burn scars which are difficult to map accurately or with confidence. Within limits given to
properly compare simulation and remote sensing results, we believe that this experimental model can
evolve to include a more accurate spatial grid, associated with more realistic fire behaviors.

Our study thus presents a “first step” with a general approach that provides new insights that
can be a foundation for adding more detailed inputs such as grass types (perennial or annual), cattle
grazing patterns (reduction of flammable biomass), or more detailed fire practices (techniques, fire
lines ignitions, and fire with the wind vs. facing to the wind). In addition, the model could be linked
with data on greenhouse gas emissions from fires to provide detailed models of emissions, which are a
function of vegetation moisture content and thus fire timing.

5.3. Perspectives on Fire Regimes

Our model is proposed as a first step; it has been built to evolve and can easily be adapted to other
regions and to address new questions. Its strength is that it opens new ways of exploring the human
dimension of fire regime changes. For example, in West African savannas, changes in cattle pressure
and grass composition are probably important components of fire modelling and incorporating data
on these factors could improve our modelling as well as our knowledge. In non-fenced protected
areas, where cattle grazing is an important activity, fire dynamics appear to be different—there are
typically larger and more intense fires. A key challenge remains to understand the relationship between
patterns and processes. What causes observed differences in fire regimes: different fire practices or the
vegetation patterns themselves [60]? In our simulations, spatial patterns of seasonal mosaic burning
differ inside and outside protected areas, a view that corresponds to that documented by satellite
image analysis and in the field. The functional approaches of simulation allow us to demonstrate that,
with the same ignition process (density and frequency), a different fire regime can be produced inside
and outside protected areas. It clearly shows that protected land cover has an impact on fire regimes in
this case which demonstrate how environmental policies can produce new environmental dynamics
and thus illustrate a facet of Anthropocene Era in West Africa. Fires are becoming more severe in these
protected areas (Protected areas are often unfarmed but grazed and burned by local populations) while
there are also differences in biodiversity inside and outside them [61].
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Likewise, the relative stability of fire regimes in West Africa—despite variability across climatic
seasons—appears at first puzzling. Use of different climate scenarios could help explore the relationships
between local climate conditions and fire setting to understand better not only the regularity of fire
practices but also the impacts on vegetation and gas emissions. Questions such as vegetation impact
and carbon stock in soils are clearly dependent on the local fire conditions. Currently environmental
policies attempt to integrate those parameters into their global agenda (deforestation, soil fertility,
gas mitigation, etc.), but without robust knowledge in specific contexts, these efforts maybe destined
to fail. We can add that our knowledge about fires regimes is very dependent on data from modern
satellites and thus cannot help us to study fires regimes changes before the 1990s. The modelling
approach across scales can evolve easily to integrate other key variables without being dependent on
satellite constraints or biases or global categories [56] that are not useful to study these processes in a
specific context.

6. Conclusions

This study uses explicit spatial modelling scenarios to create a human and contextualized
dimension to fire regimes without losing the biophysical perspective. We simulate the human
dimension as local dynamics based on empirical assumptions built by fieldwork experience and
regional studies. By focusing on fire regimes produced by local inhabitants, we create a model to
study fires as evolving practices dependent on biophysical parameters. We chose this approach to
evaluate how people can control fire regimes and how they can regionally shape regular fire regimes.
Our results show that the human dimension in West African savannas is clearly an important variable
and is probably more important than in other regions of the world due to past and present generalized
practices [9,62,63]. By modelling a process where fires are set as an everyday practice linked to soil
moisture and grass layer, it appears that we were able to reproduce fire regimes similar to those
detected and mapped by satellites currently.

This model is original in that the human dimension is not a supplementary variable but clearly
the core of the model [11], simplified here as density and frequency of fire ignitions. This allowed us to
test several scenarios without excluding other important parameters such as land cover, bio-climatic
aspects, etc. This bottom-up approach is not new in savanna systems [19,58], but here, it presents an
intermediate level that can integrate evolving heterogeneous landscapes produced by people from local
to regional scales. We used ABM as one way to study this topic where fieldwork and/or remote sensing
have provided the dominant perspectives. Going from regional data to local process explanations is
not always easy, and there is a great deal of approximation. This is why we used the ABM method as a
complementary way of studying savanna systems, and we find it very useful to think of fire in the local
context of burning in time and space. In addition, we think that this perspective can help researchers
have a more functional approach by reducing the distance between lab work (GIS, statistics, etc.) and
fieldwork with people setting fires in the savanna.

In this study, we have focused on thematic issues probably more than on the model itself.
By focusing attention on the human dimension, we try to offer a direction for studying environmental
change in rural areas where fire management still remains a problem in terms of modern issues
such as gas emissions, economic conflicts associated with cotton expansion, high density of cattle,
changes in grass species, etc. By creating a model that clearly includes fire as a managed process in
savanna landscape mosaics, we hope that this approach can stimulate new perspectives on savanna
management by reducing the gap between fire impact studies and more contextualized research
working on the reasons of fire practices.
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